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Final-state interactions in hypernuclear decay
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We present an update of the one-meson-exchange~OME! results for the weak decay ofs- and p-shell
hypernuclei@A. Parreño, A. Ramos, and C. Bennhold, Phys. Rev. C56, 339 ~1997!#, paying special attention
to the role played by final state interactions between the emitted nucleons. The present study also corrects for
a mistake in the inclusion of theK andK* exchange mechanisms, which substantially increases the ratio of
neutron-induced to proton-induced transitionsGn /Gp . With the most up-to-date model ingredients, we find
that the OME approach is able to describe very satisfactorily most of the measured observables, including the
ratio Gn /Gp .
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hypernuclei are bound systems of nonstrange and stra
baryons. In present facilities, hypernuclei are created w
hadronic reactions—such as (p,K) at Brookhaven and
KEK—or electroproduction ones—such as (e,e8K) at
TJNAF. The decay of those objects proceeds via the w
interaction which is 10 orders of magnitude slower than
strong one and violates parity, isospin, and strangeness
the very light hypernuclei the mesonic decay modeL
→pN) is dominant, but asA increases so does the Pau
blocking acting on the outgoing nucleon, and hypernuc
mainly decay via the one-nucleon induced nonmeso
mode, LN→NN. Since the pioneering phenomenologic
model of Block and Dalitz@1#, many approaches have bee
developed to understand the dynamics of the decay, and
results have been collected in extensive review artic
@2–4#. Many works are based on a meson exchange pict
either using a simple one-pion-exchange mechanism@5,6#, or
also including heavier meson exchanges, such as ther @7# or
the complete pseudoscalar and vector meson octets@8,9#.
The effect of correlated-two pion exchange mechanism@10–
12# as well as the role ofDI 53/2 transitions, implemented in
a meson-exchange picture@13#, have also been investigate
A four quark weak transition effective Hamiltonian, co
rected by QCD, which contains bothDI 51/2 and 3/2 tran-
sitions, has also been applied in the study of the weak de
of hypernuclei@14–17#. In general, the weak decay rates a
reasonably reproduced by the models but the ratio of neu
induced (Ln→nn) to proton induced (Lp→np) decays
Gn /Gp turns out to be smaller than the experimental val
which is of the order of 1 or larger@18–20#, although new
recent theoretical progress has been achieved into the
tion of this puzzle@12,16#. In addition toLN→NN, the de-
cay can also proceed via the two-nucleon induced proc
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LNN→NNN originally studied in Ref.@21#, which amounts
to about 15% of the total width@22–24# and cannot be ne
glected in the experimental analysis trying to extract the ra
Gn /Gp .

The high momentum of about 400 MeV/c transferred in
the LN→NN reaction makes this process quite sensitive
short range physics. As a consequence, the strong bar
baryon interaction both in the initial and final states play
quite important role. The purpose of the present work is
revisit the one-meson-exchange model of Ref.@8#, with an
especial interest in quantifying the effect of final state int
actions, as well as the uncertainties of different model ing
dients. In doing so, we will also point out a sign error e
countered in certain transitions mediated by the exchang
strange mesons which, when corrected, gives rise to a
siderably increase in theGn /Gp ratio. We will analyze the
sensitivity of our results to the way final state interactions
the emitted nucleons are implemented, using different p
scriptions to obtain theNN scattered wave function. Ou
study concludes that with the appropriate treatment of fi
state interactions and with the correct sign for the contri
tion of the strange mesons, the one-meson-exchange m
is able to describe very satisfactorily most of the measu
observables, including the elusive ratioGn /Gp .

II. WEAK TRANSITION POTENTIAL

The weak transition potential is obtained by following th
model of Ref.@8#. In analogy to one-boson-exchange~OBE!
based models of the strong interaction, the present forma
includes not only the exchange of the long-ranged pion,
also more massive mesons which account for shorter
tances. This potential has been presented in previous pa
and, therefore, it is not going to be discussed here in a g
detail. However, we would like to show its expression
coordinate space, which represents a compact way of inc
ing all the mesons and transition channels in the mechan
The rW-space potential then reads

la
-
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( i 51, . . . ,6 representsp,h,K,r,v,K* ) anda over the dif-
ferent spin operators: central spin independent (C), central
spin dependent~SS!, tensor (T), and parity violating~PV!.
The angular dependence is represented by theÔa( r̂ ) opera-
tor, explicitly given by
Ôa~ r̂ !55
1̂, C ~only for vector mesons!,

sW 1sW 2 , SS,

S12~ r̂ !53sW 1r̂sW 2r̂ 2sW 1sW 2 , T,

i sW 2r̂ , PV ~ for pseudoscalar mesons!,

@sW 13sW 2# r̂ , PV ~ for vector mesons!,

~2!
ust

Ref.

pt

e
as

ved
while the isospin operatorÎ ( i ) takes the formtW1tW2 for isovec-
tor mesons~p,r!, 1̂ for isoscalar mesons~h,v!, and a
combination of both operators for the isodoublet (K,K* ).

The different pieces of the potentialVa
( i )(r ) are found by

Fourier transforming the potential in momentum space.
particular, for pseudoscalar mesons theqW -space potentia
reads

Vps
( i )~qW !52GFmp

2 gBB M( i )

2MS
S A( i )1

B( i )

2MW
sW 1 qW D

3
sW 2 qW

qW 21m ( i )2
Î ( i ), ~3!

whereGFmp
2 52.2131027 is the Fermi weak constant time

the pion mass squared,gBB M( i ) the coupling at the strong
baryon-baryon-meson (BBM( i )) vertex,A( i ) andB( i ) the par-
ity violating ~PV! and parity conserving~PC! weak cou-
plings, respectively,m ( i ) the meson mass, andMS (MW) the
average of the baryon masses at the strong~weak! vertex.

We want to note here that the convention has always b
to direct the momentum towards the strong vertex and
connection to this, care must be taken when this expres
is applied toK(K* ) exchange. In practice, the combinatio
with the other nonstrange meson contributions requires
exchangeqW by 2qW and the subindices 1↔2 in the ampli-
tudes involving strange meson exchange. In this way,
momentum transferqW will always be emitted at theLNM
vertex, independently of whether it is weak or strong.

Related to the above comment, we note that the comb
tion of nonstrange meson amplitudes with strange me
ones was not properly done in Ref.@8#. In that work, as in
the present one, the transition amplitudes are decompos
partial wave contributions of definite spin and isospin. In t
case ofs-shell hypernuclei, these amplitudes read@1#

a: 1S0→ 1S0 ~ I 51!,

b: 1S0→ 3P0 ~ I 51!,

c: 3S1→ 3S1 ~ I 50!,
n

en
in
on

to

e

a-
n

in
e

d: 3S1→ 3D1 ~ I 50!,

e: 3S1→ 1P1 ~ I 50!,

f : 3S1→3P1 ~ I 51!. ~4!

As it has also been noted in Ref.@16#, the mistake in the
calculation of the strange meson amplitudes of Ref.@8# is
corrected by changing the sign of the amplitudef : 3S1
→3P1. More generally, it can be easily shown that one m
add the phase factor

~21!L01L1S01S3~21!T02tN2tL3~21!T2t12t2

to each of the strange meson amplitudes calculated in
@8#, whereL0 is the initial LN relative orbital angular mo-
mentum (L050 for s-shell hypernuclei andL050,1 for
p-shell hypernuclei!, L the finalNN one,S0 the initial two-
body spin,S the final one,T0 the initial LN isospin, andT
the finalNN one. The symbolstN ,t1 ,t2 stand for the nucleon
isospin value of 1/2, whiletL is the L one. Note that the
DI 51/2 rule is imposed by dressing theL with isospin 1/2.
Therefore,T0 can take the values 0 and 1. If we acce
violations of this rule and considerDI 53/2 transitions in the
potential, theL will be dressed withtL53/2 andT0 will
take the values 1 and 2. In any case, once we dress thL
with isospinÞ0, we can use the same isospin formalism
in the strong sector and work as if isospin was conser
through the transition. Since the finalNN pair has total isos-
pin T50 and 1, andT05T, we will have

T05H 0,1 for DI 51/2,

1 for DI 53/2.

This produces an overall factor6(21)L01L1S01S, where
the 1(2) sign corresponds toDI 51/2(3/2) amplitudes.
More details on how to incorporate theseDI 53/2 transitions
in the present mechanism can be found in Ref.@13#. It is then
4-2
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FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN HYPERNUCLEAR DECAY PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 015204
clear that, for theDI 51/2 transitions considered in th
present work, the correcting phase factor only affects the
amplitudes havinguDLu51 anduDSu50.

In order to account for finite size effects we include
monopole form factor at each vertexF ( i )(qW 2)5(L ( i )2

2m ( i )2)/(L ( i )21qW 2), where the value of the cutoffL ( i ) de-
pends on the meson (m ( i )). The updated expression for th
regularized potential was given in Ref.@25#. In previous cal-
culations we used the cutoffs given by the Ju¨lich B interac-
tion @26#. The reason was that unlike the earlyYN Nijmegen
model @27#, which used different cutoffs depending on th
irreducible representation of the baryon-baryon channel,
Jülich B was the only OBE model which used different cu
offs depending on the meson. However, the Nijmegen gr
has recently made available new baryon-baryon interact
in the strangenessS50, 21, 22, 23, and24 sectors@28#.
These potentials are based on SU~3! extensions of the mod
els in theS50 and21 sectors, which are fitted to the ex
perimental data. The authors of Ref.@28# give six different
models, which fit the availableNN and YN scattering data
equally well but are characterized by different values of
magnetic vectorF/(F1D) ratio, ranging from 0.4447
~model NSC97a! to 0.3647~model NSC97f!. The advantage
of these new models is that the form factors depend on
SU~3! type of meson. The momentum space potential
each meson is multiplied by the regularizing factor of Gau
ian type exp(2qW 2/L2), with a cutoffL1 for the singlet me-
son,L8 for the nonstrange members of the meson octet
LK for the strange meson. In order to accommodate to
own formalism, which uses a monopole form factor at ea
01520
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vertex, we will match the Gaussian to a function of the ty

@L̃2/(L̃21qW 2)#2 at uqW u.400 MeV/c, the most relevant mo-
mentum transfer in theLN→NN process. Since, by defini

tion, both functional forms give 1 atqW 50, our alternative

expression with the modified cutoffsL̃, listed in Table I,
gives an excellent reproduction of the Gaussian NSC97 fo
factors up to a momentum transfer of about 600 MeV/c.

As is well known, one of the sources of uncertainty
OBE models comes from the coupling constants betw
baryons and mesons. In the strong sector the different in
action models use SU~3! in order to obtain the BBM( i ) cou-
plings that are not constrained experimentally. In the we
sector, only the decay of theL andS hyperons into nucleons
and pions can be experimentally observed. For the other
sons, SUw(6) represents a convenient tool to obtain the P
amplitudes, while for the PC ones, we use a pole model@9#
with only baryon pole resonances. Details of how these c
pling constants are derived can be found in Ref.@8# while the
values of theS-wave ~PV! and P-wave ~PC! coupling con-
stants for different parametrizations of the strong BB int
action are listed in Table II.

TABLE I. Cutoff values in MeV used in the present calculatio

for a FF of the typeL̃2/(L̃21qW 2), which matches the exponentia
type FF used in Ref.@28#.

p h K r v K*

1750 1750 1789 1232 1310 1649
TABLE II. Parity conserving~PC! and parity violating~PV! weak coupling constants~CC! for different
parametrizations of the strong BB interaction. The numbers are in units ofGFmp

2 52.2131027. V stands for
vector coupling whileT stands for tensor coupling.

PC ~P wave! PV (S wave!
Using strong CC Using strong CC Using strong CC
of NSC89@27# of NSC97a@28# of NSC97f @28#

Lnp0 7.15 7.15 7.15 21.05
Lpp2 210.11 210.11 210.11 1.48
Lnh 214.33 214.77 211.90 1.80
pnK1 218.93 218.26 223.70 0.76
ppK0 6.63 6.42 8.33 2.09
nnK0 212.30 211.84 215.37 2.85
Lnr0 ~V! 3.50 ~V! 3.29 ~V! 3.29 21.09

~T! 6.11 ~T! 7.63 ~T! 6.74
(Lpr2) ~V! 24.94 ~V! 24.65 ~V! 24.65 1.54

~T! 28.64 ~T! 210.79 ~T! 29.53
(Lnv) ~V! 23.69 ~V! 25.97 ~V! 20.17 21.33

~T! 28.04 ~T! 29.47 ~T! 27.43
(ppK* 0) ~V! 24.89 ~V! 23.81 ~V! 25.46 0.60

~T! 9.30 ~T! 1.78 ~T! 6.23
(pnK* 1) ~V! 23.61 ~V! 22.81 ~V! 24.02 24.48

~T! 217.85 ~T! 213.40 ~T! 219.54
(nnK* 0) ~V! 28.50 ~V! 26.62 ~V! 29.48 23.88

~T! 28.56 ~T! 211.62 ~T! 213.31
4-3
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A. PARREÑO AND A. RAMOS PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 015204
A measure of the amount of parity-violation in the we
decay is given by the asymmetry in the angular distribut
of protons coming from the decay of polarized hypernuc
This asymmetry is given by

A5Py

3

J11

Tr~MSyM †!

Tr~MM †!
[PyAp , ~5!

wherePy is the polarization of the hypernucleus, charact
istic of the production reaction andAp the hypernuclear
asymmetry parameter, characteristic of the weak decay
the expression above,J is the spin of the hypernucleus,Sy is
the J-spin operator along the direction perpendicular to
reaction plane, andM the hypernuclear transition amplitud
In order to compare with experiments, one has to multi
Ap by the model dependent quantityPy , which has to be
determined theoretically for each hypernucleus@29#. By us-
ing a shell-model for the initial hypernucleus and assum
spherical configuration with no mixing, one can express t
amplitude in terms of two-body transitionsLN→NN. The
dependence of weak decay observables on the deform
of the initial (p-shell! hypernucleus was investigated in Re
@30# by means of the Nilsson model with angular moment
projection. It was found that deformation effects chan
these observables by about 10% from the spherical lim
deviation that although non-negligible it is smaller than t
present experimental uncertainties.

III. EFFECTS OF THE STRONG INTERACTION

Because of the lack of stable hyperon beams, access t
DS521 LN interaction is limited right now to the deca
of hypernuclei. Hence, extracting information of the eleme
tary weak two-body interaction requires a careful investi
tion of the many-body nuclear effects present in the hyp
nucleus.

On the one hand, one must consider that the interac
nucleon andL hyperon are bound in the nucleus and th
should be described by bound-state single-particle w
functions, obtained from appropriate mean-field or Hartr
Fock potentials. Note, however, that since the mass exce
176 MeV in the initial state is converted into kinetic ener
of the final particles, the nucleons emerge with a large m
mentum of about 400 MeV/c and the decay is not very sen
sitive to the details of the single-particle wave function.
Ref. @24# it is shown that the decay rates obtained from va
ous realisticL wave functions differ by at most 15%. On th
other hand, the large momentum transfer implies that
LN→NN decay process is very sensitive to the short-ra
correlations induced by the strong interaction. In the init
system, one must then replace the mean-field two-par
LN wave function by a correlated one that accounts for
effects of the strongYN interaction at short distances, whic
are not considered in mean-field models. Correlated w
functions, obtained from the soft and hard core Nijmeg
YN interactions@27,31# by solving the corresponding finit
nucleus scattering amplitude (G matrix! @32#, were com-
pared in Ref.@33#. The differences between the wave fun
01520
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tions obtained with the two models are already signific
below 0.75 fm and give rise to decay rates that differ
slightly more than 15%. However, since the presentYN
models are not constrained enough by the scattering da
resolve this discrepancy, we will admit this uncertainty in o
initial LN wave function. This uncertainty also justifies th
use of a spin-independent parametrization for theLN corre-
lation function which, when multiplied with the uncorrelate
one, was shown to give a decay rate in between those u
the soft and hard core correlated wave functions@33#.

Any realistic calculation must also take into account t
fact that the two nucleons emerging from the decay feel th
mutual influence, as well as that from the residu
(A-2!-particle system. However, as mentioned before,
most important contribution to the decay comes from
so-calledback-to-backkinematical situation, in which the
two nucleons emerge with the largest possible momentum
around 400 MeV/c. For these fast moving nucleons the di
tortions with the residual nucleus should be small, and
importance of such effects are further diminished for inc
sive observables such as the decay rates. In other words
could take into account the interaction of the emitted nuc
ons with the residual nucleus through an optical potent
However, the real part should play a minor role at those h
energies, and the imaginary part will remove flux from t
NN channel which will reappear in other multinucleon cha
nels, such that the total strength or decay rate, which is
quantity we are interested in, will not be modified. We wou
face a completely different situation if we were interested
calculating the energy distribution of the nucleons, in whi
case one should consider these final state interaction eff
which can change the energy, direction, and charge of
primary nucleons emitted in the weakLN→NN transition,
producing as well low energy secondary nucleons. T
Monte Carlo simulation of Ref.@23# finds indeed that the
final state interactions affect the nucleon distributions mos
at energies below 50 MeV. In the particular case ofL

12C, it is
found that final state interactions produce roughly 1/3 m
protons at those low energies, half of which are due
charge-exchange reactions, but barely affect the distribu
at higher energies and leave the decay rate intact.

Since in the present work we will only be interested in t
decay rates, we will limit the treatment of final state intera
tions to those related to the mutual influence between the
emitted nucleons. In contrast to the strongLN interaction,
the nucleon-nucleon one is much better constrained by
huge amount of scattering data and, although difference
the wave function can also be observed with various pot
tial models, they are only significant below 0.5 fm, having
moderate influence in the decay rates, as we will see.

In the literature, one finds a variety of ways of dealin
with the FSI between the emitted nucleons. Some works
not include FSI, others use a phenomenological correla
function that simply multiplies the uncorrelated wave fun
tion, and others use various approximations to theNN scat-
tering equation. In the next section we will analyze the s
sitivity of the non-mesonic decay observables to the
various choices of FSI. The details on how the scatteringNN
wave function is obtained from the Lippmann-Schwing
4-4
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(T-matrix! equation, as well as from other simplified a
proximations, are given in the Appendix.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start this section by showing the weak decay obse
ables for L

5 He and L
12C obtained with the model paramete

used in Ref.@8#, but correcting the sign in the appropriateK
andK* amplitudes, as pointed out in Sec. II. Hence, we u
the coupling constants of the NSC89 strongYN interaction
@27#, together with a monopole form factor of the typ
F(qW 2)5(L22m2)/(L21qW 2) at each vertex. Each meson h
a different cutoff valueL and, since this particular Nijmege
model distinguishes cutoffs only in terms of the transiti
channel, we choose, as in Ref.@8#, the values of the Ju¨lich
YN interaction@26#. The results are collected in Table III an
we remind the reader here of the main results given in R
@8# for L

12C, namely, a nonmesonic rate ofGnm50.75GL ,
whereGL53.83109 s21 is the decay rate of a freeL, and a
neutron-to-proton ratioGn /Gp50.068.

As we see, the corrected model gives a slightly lar
decay rate, together with a remarkable increase in
neutron-to-proton ratio. This is due to the fact that the c
rected sign gives rise to a constructive interference betw
the p andK contributions to theI 51 3S1→3P1 PV ampli-
tude, instead of the destructive one found in Ref.@8# and
displayed in Fig. 8 of that work. On the other hand, t
incorporation ofK exchange to thep mechanism lowers the
PC amplitudes. This was pointed out in Fig. 7 of Ref.@8# and
Figs. 4 and 5 of Ref.@34#, where the contributions of al
different mesons are displayed, thep andK ones showing a
destructive interference in the PC amplitudes. The pres
constructive interference in the PV channels is especially
evant in the neutron-induced rateGn which lacks the PC
tensor transition forL50 initial states. Conversely, th
proton-induced rateGp is dominated by the PC tensor amp
tude, hence its value is lowered whenK exchange is added t
the p mechanism, although the reduction will now be mo
moderate due to the constructive interference in the

TABLE III. Weak decay observables forL
5 He andL

12C including
p, p1K, and all meson (p1h1K1r1v1K* ) contributions.
The total and partial nonmesonic decay rates are in units ofGL

53.83109 s21. The strong NSC89 coupling constants@27# and
Jülich B cutoffs @26# in the ~monopole! FF have been used. For th
final NN wave function we used the solution of aT-matrix equa-
tion, Eq. ~A5!, with the NSC93 potential model.

L
5 He Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

p 0.438 0.104 0.397 20.282
p1K 0.321 0.286 0.249 20.484
all 0.496 0.226 0.405 20.447

L
12C Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

p 0.771 0.093 0.705 0.205
p1K 0.558 0.210 0.461 0.305
all 0.834 0.181 0.706 0.275
01520
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dominant PV transition. Altogether, the correct incorporati
of K exchange produces, in comparison to the results gi
in Ref. @8#, a more moderate decrease in the total nonm
sonic decay rate, hence a slightly larger rate is now obtain
and aGn /Gp ratio which is almost a factor of 3 larger. W
note that these effects ofK exchange have also been point
out in Ref.@16#, where thep andK mechanisms are consid
ered together with a description of the decay in terms
quark degrees of freedom, and in the recent work of R
@12#, where, in addition top and K exchange, the role o
correlated two-pion exchange was also studied.

Results for the asymmetry of the emitted protons from
weak decay of polarized hypernuclei are also listed in Ta
III. Since this is an observable tied to the interference
tween PV and PC amplitudes, it will also be influenced
the change of sign in the abovementioned PVK and K*
transitions. Indeed, the magnitude of the asymmetryAp has
increased about a factor 2 from the values given in Ref.@8#
which are20.27 for L

5 He and 0.16 forL
12C.

The fact that the new Nijmegen potentials@28# include
different form factors depending on the meson, makes it p
sible to treat all the strong interaction ingredients involved
the weak decay transitionLN→NN consistently within the
same model. We remind the reader that the strong interac
plays a role not only in the strong vertices and form facto
but also in the PC piece of the weak vertex through the p
model and in the determination of the distorted final st
NN wave function. In Table IV we show the decay obser
ables for L

5 He and L
12C obtained with the models NSC97

and NSC97f.
We observe substantial differences between both mod

These might come from the different coupling constants u
in the strong and weak vertices of the transitionLN→NN
amplitude, or from the different distorted wave functions.
disentangle both effects, we show in Table V the results

L
5 He, obtained using the same strong interaction model
the vertices, which we choose to be the NSC97f one,
different distortedNN wave functions obtained with fou
NN interaction models, namely, the NSC97a and f@28#, the
NSC93 @39#, and the Bonn B potential@40#. The resulting
NN wave functions in various relevant channels are sho
in Fig. 1 for a relative momentumpr5386 MeV/c. Some
minor differences appear only in the short distances, wh
should affect the decay rates moderately. By inspecting
results of Table V, one can indeed see that the nonmes
decay rate inL

5 He varies from 0.3 to 0.4GL , the neutron-to-
proton ratio Gn /Gp from 0.45 to 0.5, and the asymmetr
from 20.7 to 20.6. In conclusion, it is mainly the differ-
ences associated with the strong couplings and their in
ence on the weak ones that account for the differences
served in Table IV. Going back to this table, we see t
there are already some differences between the results
tained with models NSC97a and NSC97f when theK meson
contribution is added to thep meson one, but this canno
explain the differences in the final results when all meso
are included. Compare, for instance, the nonmesonic de
rate in L

5 He of 0.43 obtained with the NSC97a model vers
the value 0.32 obtained with the NSC97f one. In fact,
4-5
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TABLE IV. Weak decay observables forL
5 He and L

12C including p,p1K, and all meson (p1h1K
1r1v1K* ) contributions. The total and partial nonmesonic decay rates are in units ofGL53.8
3109 s21. The strong NSC97a~left column! and NSC97f~right column! coupling constants and cutoffs i
the FF~see Table I! have been used@28#. For the finalNN wave function we used the solution of aT-matrix
equation, Eq.~A5!, with the corresponding NSC97a and NSC97f potential models.

L
5 He Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

a f a f a f a f

p 0.424 0.425 0.086 0.086 0.390 0.391 20.252 20.252
p1K 0.272 0.235 0.288 0.498 0.211 0.157 20.572 20.606
all 0.425 0.317 0.343 0.457 0.317 0.218 20.675 20.682
exp 0.4160.14 @18# 0.9360.55 @18# 0.2160.07 @18# 0.2460.22 @35#

L
12C Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

a f a f a f a f

p 0.762 0.751 0.078 0.079 0.707 0.696 0.169 0.171
p1K 0.485 0.413 0.205 0.343 0.403 0.308 0.313 0.320
all 0.726 0.554 0.288 0.341 0.564 0.413 0.358 0.367
exp 1.1460.08 @36# 1.3320.81

11.12 @18# 0.3120.11
10.18 @19# 0.0560.53a

0.8960.1560.03 @19# 1.8760.5921.00
10.32 @19#

1.1460.2 @18# 0.7060.3 @20#

0.5260.16 @20#

aThis number has been obtained dividing the experimental asymmetry,A520.0160.10@37#, by a polariza-
tion of Py520.19 @38#.
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analyzing the weak couplings listed in Table II, we can s
some appreciable differences for theNNK coupling con-
stants, which are larger in the NSC97f model, thus enhan
the destructive interference of theK meson and producing
reduced rate in this case. We also observe that the w
vector PC NNv coupling constant obtained from th
NSC97a model is one order of magnitude larger than
obtained from the NSC97f one. This is a consequence
subtle cancellation in the pole model expression, which
volves the difference between the strongNNv and LLv
coupling constants. Although both models use the sa
strong NNv couplings, the differences in theLLv ones
induced by the freedom allowed in the magneticF/(F1D)
ratio may give rise, as is the case here, to substantial di
ences in the values of the PC weak coupling constants.
larger value found in the case of the NSC97a model
hances the constructive interference of thev meson contri-

TABLE V. Weak decay observables forL
5 He including all me-

son (p1h1K1r1v1K* ) contributions. The total and partia
nonmesonic decay rates are in units ofGL53.83109 s21. The
strong NSC97f coupling constants and cutoffs in the FF~see Table
I! have been used@28#. For the finalNN wave function we solve a
T-matrix equation using different interaction models, as quoted
the table.

L
5 He Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

NSC97a 0.320 0.459 0.219 20.680
NSC97f 0.317 0.457 0.218 20.682
NSC93 0.405 0.483 0.273 20.568
Bonn B 0.398 0.484 0.268 20.602
01520
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bution and explains the final difference between the de
rate obtained with the two Nijmegen models. This discuss
also makes it clear that one must admit this amount of
certainty in meson-exchange models describing the non
sonic weak decay of hypernuclei. We should therefore c
clude that the nonmesonic decay rate forL

12C ranges between
0.55 and 0.73GL , the neutron to proton ratio
Gn /Gp between 0.29 and 0.34, and the hypernuclear as
metry, more stable, is 0.36. InL

5 He, the rate obtained lies in
the range 0.32–0.43GL , Gn /Gp in the range 0.34–0.46, an
the hypernuclear asymmetry parameter is20.68. We ob-
serve that our results for the nonmesonic decay rates c
pare satisfactorily with the experimental data, especially a
considering that the size of the nonmesonic two-nucleon
duced mechanism, not included here, is around 0.3GL for
medium to heavy hypernuclei@22,24#. The ratioGn /Gp is
considerably larger than that found in our previous wo
and it now lies practically within the lower side of the e
perimental errors. We note that a larger ratio could have b
obtained, as we show below, if we had used a phenome
logical treatment of FSI effects or had ignored them al
gether. However, we want to stress here that the res
shown in Table IV have been obtained consistently with
the same strong interaction model and that involves also
dynamical generation of the correspondingNN wave func-
tion through a Lippmann-Schwinger equation.

The asymmetry parameterAp has increased by more tha
a factor of 2 with respect to our previous works. As it h
already been mentioned in connection to the results of Ta
III, this is a direct consequence of the change of sign in thK
and K* exchange PV amplitudes for transitions that do n
change the spinS, such asf in Eq. ~4!. Indeed, this amplitude

n
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FIG. 1. NN wave function in various channel
for a relative momentumpr5386 MeV/c, ob-
tained from different models of theNN interac-
tion: NSC97f@28# ~solid line!, NSC93@39# ~dot-
ted line!, and Bonn B@40# ~dashed line!. To avoid
line overcrowding, only the real part of the wav
function is shown in the plots. On the right-han
side panels we have also included the minor
crossed component of the wave function (3S1

→ 3D1 in the upper panel and3D1→ 3S1 in the
lower one!.
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interferes withc andd and the magnitude of the latter tens
amplitude is especially relevant in meson-exchange mod
such as the one employed here. The increased asymm
values compare less favorably with the experimental d
While the result forL

12C is still within errors, the large nega
tive value obtained here forL

5 He is very far away from the
positive small result obtained in Ref.@35#. We note that,
using a weak coupling scheme, one can relate the hy
nuclear asymmetry parameterAp to that associated to th
elementary reactionLW N→NN, aL @see Eq.~9! in Ref. @8##.
In the case ofL

5 He, aL5Ap and for L
12C the relation isaL

522Ap . Therefore the parameteraL of the elementary re-
action that can be extracted from our results in Table
turns out to be very similar in both hypernuclei. Howev
the present experimental results seem to contradict this fi
ing because a small positive value is obtained forL

5 He @35#,
while a large negative one was found inL

12C @37#. In Ref.
@35# arguments are given to try to understand these dif
ences on the basis of the fact thatL

5 He is as-shell nucleus
andL

12C ap-shell one, the latter one allowing transitions fro
initial LN relative P-wave sates. However, it was alread
noticed that most of the decay forp-shell nuclei comes from
relativeS-wave initial states@41# and we have checked her
that by removing the initialP-wave amplitudes, the deca
rate of L

12C using the NSC97f model gets slightly reduced
0.48 and the asymmetry parameterAp only changes to 0.34
Hence, meson-exchange models do not explain the pre
experimental differences between the elementary asymm
for L

5 He and L
12C, and this seems to be a new puzzle in t

study of the weak decay of hypernuclei. This poses a c
lenge to the theoretical models and calls for further exp
mental efforts. In addition to valuable new information fro
hypernuclear weak decay experiments, it is also possibl
gain direct information from the inverse reactionpn→pL,
01520
ls,
try
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,
,
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already studied theoretically@25,42–44# and presently unde
preparation at RCNP~Osaka!.

One of the purposes of this paper was to study the in
ence of FSI in theLN→NN transition. The results of Table
V have already shown that usingNN wave functions ob-
tained from various realisticNN potentials, one obtains simi
lar values for the weak decay observables. However,
finds in the literature several possibilitites for the treatm
of FSI. They are either ignored or included through a ph
nomenological function, such asf phen512 j 0(qcr ) with qc
53.93 fm21, multiplying the free NN plane wave, or
through a distorted wave function built up from theK matrix
rather than from theT matrix. In Fig. 2 we show the resulting
NN wave functions in various channels for a relative m
mentum pr5386 MeV/c, obtained from the various ap
proaches to FSI. The solid lines represent the real and im
nary parts of the wave function obtained from the prop
solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (T matrix!.
The imaginary part is the minoritary component in all pane
The dotted line represents the result obtained when only
real part of theT matrix is retained in the construction of th
distorted wave function from Eq.~A10!, which is further
approximated by its principal part value. This was the p
scription followed in Ref.@8#. The dashed line correspond
to aK-matrix approximation, which would be the appropria
solution for standing waves, i.e., nonpropagating solutio
as is the case in the nuclear medium, where Pauli block
prevents two interacting nucleons of the Fermi sea from
citing intermediateNN states that are already occupied
other nucleons. Finally, the dot-dashed line displays
product of the phenomenological correlation function w
the corresponding noninteracting Bessel function. We
serve important differences between the various approa
to the treatment of FSI, especially in the case of a pheno
enological correlation function. Obviously, this will have a
4-7
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FIG. 2. NN wave function in various channel
for a relative momentumpr5386 MeV/c, ob-
tained from different treatments in the solution
the scattering equation:T matrix ~solid lines!, real
part of T matrix ~dotted line!, K matrix ~dashed
line!, and phenomenological~dot-dashed line!.
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influence on the decay observables. As an example, we s
in Table VI the results forL

5 He, obtained using the NSC97
model and taking all these different treatments for the d
tortedNN wave functions. The rates can differ substantia
by more than a factor of 2 in some cases. The neutron
proton ratio can also be fictitiously enhanced by using
phenomenological approach to FSI effects, or no FSI at
while the asymmetry remains more stable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have revisited the OME model of Ref.@8# for the
weak nonmesonic decay of hypernuclei to the light of
new Nijmegen baryon-baryon potentials@28#. These strong
interaction models influence the weak decay mechanism,
only through the coupling constants and form factors at
strong vertex involved in theLN→NN reaction, but also via
the PC piece of the weak vertex, obtained from a pole mo
as well as from the corresponding correlated wave functi
for the initial LN and finalNN states.

We have corrected for a sign mistake in theK- and

TABLE VI. Different approaches to theNN final state wave
function in the weak decay ofL

5 He. The total and partial non
mesonic decay rates are in units ofGL53.83109 s21. The strong
BB NSC97f model has been used.

L
5 He Gnm Gn /Gp Gp Ap

T 0.317 0.457 0.218 20.682
Re(T) 0.490 0.512 0.324 20.655
K 0.475 0.471 0.323 20.650
f phen(r ) 0.766 0.619 0.473 20.671
no FSI 0.721 0.614 0.447 20.654
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K* -exchange mechanisms. This correction substantially
creases the value of the neutron-to-proton ratio.

We have paid special attention to disentangle the in
ence of the various model ingredients involved in the de
mechanism. In particular, we have found that the uncerta
ties tied to the strong coupling constants are a source
uncertainty on the nonmesonic weak decay observables.
ploying different strong models of the Nijmegen group, a
working consistently within each one, we estimate the de
rate ofL

5 He to be in the range 0.32–0.43GL , the neutron-to-
proton ratio in the range 0.34–0.46, and the hypernuc
asymmetry parameterAp around20.68. In the case ofL

12C,
the decay rate turns out to be in the range 0.55–0.73GL , the
neutron-to-proton ratio in the range 0.29–0.34 and the as
metry Ap around 0.36. The new results for the nonmeso
rates compare favorably with the present experimental d
The ratioGn /Gp has increased with respect to our previo
works and it now lies practically within the lower side of th
error band. The asymmetry forL

12C is also compatible with
experiment@37# but that for L

5 He disagrees strongly with th
recent experimental observation@35#. The latter work finds a
small and positive value for the elementary asymmetry
rameteraL in L

5 He, while that forL
12C is large and negative

Our meson-exchange model does not explain the presen
perimental differences and understanding this issue is on
the current challenges, both experimental and theoretica
the study of the weak decay of hypernuclei.

We have found a tremendous influence on the weak de
observables from the way FSI are considered, especiall
the case of total and partial decay rates. A phenomenolog
implementation of FSI effects, or not including them at a
gives rise to decay rates that differ by more than a facto
2, and to a neutron-to-proton ratio about 20% larger th
what is obtained with the more realistic calculation that u
the properNN scattering wave function. The differences o
served in the decay rates and theGn /Gp ratio are much
4-8
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FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS IN HYPERNUCLEAR DECAY PHYSICAL REVIEW C65 015204
larger than the uncertainties tied to the different strong in
action models commented on above. Therefore, accurate
culations of the nonmesonic weak decay of hypernuclei
mand a proper treatment of FSI effects through the solu
of a T matrix using realisticNN interactions.
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APPENDIX

The wave function describing the relative motion of tw
particles moving under the influence of a two-body poten
V is obtained from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

uC (6)&5uF&1
1

E2H06 ih
VuC (6)&, ~A1!

whereuF&[ukW & is the free relative motion state, the solutio
of the free Schro¨dinger equation with energyE, H0uF&
5EuF&, with H0 being the relative kinetic energy operato
The positive ~negative! sign in front of the infinitesimal
quantity ih arises from the requirement that the relative m
tion is free in the remote past~future!. Alternatively, one can
write the Lippmann-Schwinger equation in terms of the tra
sition matrixT, defined such thatTuF&5VuC (1)&(^C (2)uV
5^FuT), with the result

uC (1)&5uF&1
1

E2H01 ih
TuF&, ~A2!

^C (2)u5^Fu1^FuT
1

E2H01 ih
, ~A3!

where theT operator obeys

T5V1V
1

E2H01 ih
T. ~A4!

Let us take, for instance,C (2) ~representing the two
nucleons in the final state! and project Eq.~A3! into coordi-
nate space. Inserting a complete set of states on the r
hand side of Eq.~A3! and considering also the spin quantu
numbers via two-particle coupled spin states, we find
01520
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^CkW
(2) ,SMSurW&5^kW ,SMSurW&1 (

S8MS8

E d3k8

3
^kW ,SMSuTukW8,S8MS8&^kW8,S8MS8urW &

E~kW !2E~kW8!1 ih
,

~A5!

where ^kW ,SMSurW& stands for the adjoint of the free plan
wave,@e2 ikW rW /(2p)3/2#^SMSu. We perform a partial wave de
composition of the wave functionŝCkW

(2) ,SMSurW& and

^kW ,SMSurW &, working in the coupled (LS)J representation,
and, similarly to Eq.~18.119b! of Ref. @45#, we obtain

^ CkW
(2) ,SMSurW&5A2

p (
LL8S8JM

~2 i!L8CL8S8,LS
(2)* J

~k,r !

3(
ML

^LMLSMSuJM& YLML
~ k̂! J L8S8J

M †
~ r̂ !,

~A6!

whereJ L8S8J
M † ( r̂ ) is the adjoint of the generalized spheric

harmonic given by

J L8S8J
M

~ r̂ !5 (
ML8MS8

^JMuL8ML8S8MS8& YL8M
L8
~ r̂ ! uS8MS8&.

~A7!

The partial wave decomposition for the free wave function
simply obtained by replacing in Eq.~A6!

CL8S8,LS
(2)* J

~k,r !→ j L~kr !dLL8dSS8 , ~A8!

where j L(kr) is the spherical Bessel function.
A similar decomposition may be written down for th

T-matrix elements

^kW ,SMSuTukW8,S8MS8&5(
JM

(
LML

(
L8ML8

YLML
~ k̂!YL8M

L8
* ~ k̂8!

3^LMLSMSuJM&^L8ML8S8MS8uJM&

3^k~LS!JMuTuk8~L8S8!JM&.
~A9!

Inserting Eqs.~A6! and~A9! into Eq. ~A5!, using Eqs.~A7!
and ~A8!, and carrying out the angular integration, one o
tains the following equation for the partial wave compone
of the correlated wave function:

CL8S8,LS
(2)* J

~k,r !5 j L~kr !dLL8dSS81E k8 2dk8

3
^k~LS!JMuTuk8~L8S8!JM& j L8~k8r !

E~k!2E~k8!1 ih
,

~A10!
4-9
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where the partial waveT-matrix elements fulfill the integra
equation

^k~LS!JMuTuk8~L8S8!JM&

5^k~LS!JMuVuk8~L8S8!JM&

1 (
S9L9

E k9 2dk9
^k~LS!JMuVuk9~L9S9!JM&

E~k!2E~k9!1 ih

3^k9~L9S9!JMuTuk8~L8S8!JM&. ~A11!

Both equations~A10! and ~A11! are solved in momentum
space following a numerical matrix inversion method d
scribed in Ref.@46#. Isospin is easy to incorporate in the fin
step of our calculation by multiplying the resulting correlat
wave function by the isospinorxT

MT , allowing only for those
cases that fulfill the antisymmetry requirementL1S1T
5odd.

An alternative but approximate way of implementing t
rre
,

s.

. C

01520
-

NN final state interactions is through theK-matrix operator,
which obeys

K5V1VPS 1

E2H0
DK, ~A12!

where P indicates the Cauchy principal value. Standi
waves can then be obtained by following the same proced
of Eqs. ~A5! through ~A11! but replacing theT-matrix ele-
ments by those of the realK matrix.

Finally, a simple way to include the effects of the stro
interaction between the particles is to use a phenomenol
cal correlation functionf phen(r ), such that

CL8S8,LS
(2)* J

~k,r !5 f phen~r ! j L~kr !dLL8dSS8 . ~A13!

This has been the approach followed by several authors,
functions such as a Gaussian or of the typef phen(r )
512 j 0(qcr ) with qc53.93 fm21 have been used@16#.
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